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UNCONQUERED 

“A memoir of triumph over adversity and 
wounds no sword can make” 

The true story of two elite soldiers severely 
injured in the line of duty. “Unconquered” charts 
their inspiring journey from the depths of 
despair to break the chains of life changing 
injuries to rise again. 

SYNOPSIS 

Unconquered is a twenty eight minute drama 
documentary that tells the true story of Corporal 
Mark “Dot” Perkins and Sergeant Dave “Dogs’ 
Dewar. It begins from the moment of their tragic 
accidents and follows their personal battle to 
defeat their demons and overcome life changing 
injuries to find a way back. 
A human story of triumph over adversity, filled 
with heart, humour and the unbreakable bond of 
brotherhood. 



DOWNLOAD LINKS 
 
Poster: 
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/
nilirhw9r50bmom/
AABWktdzZ4IU3aKyuCtsEGp2a?dl=0 

 
Trailer: 
https://vimeo.com/811230382 
 
 
Stills: 
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/
m8wlaancip47jhk/
AAB4wLV23T6_WYh0U2iLbPQua?dl=0 
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DIRECTORS STATEMENT 

From the moment we decided to make “Unconquered” I was 
on my honor. Not just to Dot and Dave, but to those whose 
every day is a battle to shed the chains of impediment. 

It has been the driving force for half my life. I cannot count the 
blessing I have received whilst striving to bring light to those 
less fortunate. 

Telling the truth of Dot and Dave’s story haunted me. These 
were elite, battle hardened soldiers, part of a brotherhood 
that few may enter. They honoured me with their stories and 
from then I had to weave a concise memoir that captured the 

whole 360 in just twenty four minutes. 

Even as shooting began I felt I was not getting to the heart of their story. It was early days but I was 
still an outsider walking on eggshells. As the shoot progressed they began to trust me, at least a 
little. It was the second day, we were sharing a soup in that freezing hanger and I went for it… “How 
deep can I go?” Dot and Dave were puzzled…”How much of the dark stuff can I tell?” They just gave 
me the thousand yard stare… and said “ Go for it!” 



DAVE “DOGS”DEWAR (Himself) 

MARK “DOT” PERKINS (Himself) 
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